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from the creator of captain underpants comes an out of this world friendship adventure now in

full colour this is the story of ricky ricotta a lonely little mouse who befriends a giant robot

takes on the school bullies and saves the city from an evil rat scientist dr stinky mcnasty from

dav pilkey creator of captain underpants and acclaimed artist dan santat an out of this world

friendship adventure with all new full color illustrations meet ricky ricotta a little mouse with a

big problem ricky ricotta lives in squeakyville with his mom and dad ricky has a hard time

making friends at school and the neighborhood bullies are always picking on him if only ricky

could find someone to be his best buddy and keep those creepy bullies away meanwhile on
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the other side of town a mad scientist named dr stinky mcnasty has created a mighty robot

who is as gentle as he is powerful dr stinky plans to make the robot destroy squeakyville but

there s one little thing in his way ricky ricotta when ricky rescues the robot an unlikely

friendship begins and ricky discovers that a little mouse can be a big hero with some help

from his new best friend from the creator of captain underpants comes an out of this world

friendship adventure now in full colour in this fourth illustrated adventure novel from bestseller

dav pilkey a small mouse named ricky ricotta and his best friend a giant flying robot save the

world from mean major monkey meet ricky ricotta he s an ordinary mouse with ordinary

problems sometimes he gets picked on at school and feels a bit lonely then one day a giant

flying robot enters his life the evil dr stinky has created the robot to try to destroy squeakyville

but the robot doesn t want to harm the mice and he tries to escape his conniving creator thing

is he can t not without ricky s help that is together ricky and the robot must defeat dr stinky
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and save the city a boxed set of four novels from dav pilkey s humorous series about ricky

ricotta from dav pilkey creator of captain underpants and acclaimed artist dan santat a thrilling

friendship adventure with all new full color illustrations and mini comics throughout having a

big best friend isn t always big fun ricky ricotta loves his mighty robot they do everything

together but it s sometimes hard for a small mouse to have such a big buddy if only the

mighty robot could find someone his own size to play with ricky might finally have some fun

by himself little does ricky know his wish is about to come true evil uncle unicorn has a top

secret plan to trap the mighty robot so that he can take over earth and he s got a giant

surprise in store once again it s up to ricky to save the planet and his best friend this is the

story of ricky ricotta a lonely little mouse who befriends a giant robot takes on the school

bullies and saves the city from an evil rat scientist dr stinky mcnasty from dav pilkey creator of

captain underpants and acclaimed artist dan santat a thrilling friendship adventure with all new
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full color illustrations and mini comics throughout having a big best friend isn t always big fun

ricky ricotta loves his mighty robot they do everything together but it s sometimes hard for a

small mouse to have such a big buddy if only the mighty robot could find someone his own

size to play with ricky might finally have some fun by himself little does ricky know his wish is

about to come true evil uncle unicorn has a top secret plan to trap the mighty robot so that he

can take over earth and he s got a giant surprise in store once again it s up to ricky to save

the planet and his best friend from dav pilkey creator of captain underpants and acclaimed

artist dan santat an out of this world friendship adventure with all new full color illustrations

ricky ricotta and his mighty robot are ready for the best day ever today is ricky s birthday and

it s off to a great start after peanut butter pancakes and presents ricky s parents are taking

him and his mighty robot to see dinosaurs at the museum and they have a surprise for ricky

his cousin lucy is coming with them ricky thinks lucy is a real pest suddenly things aren t
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looking so sunny anymore at the museum there is another surprise in store general jackrabbit

an evil genius from the planet jupiter is jumping for joy he has just created three jurassic

jackrabbits to help him take over earth can ricky and his robot beat these big bad bunnies or

will this end up the worst birthday ever ricky ricotta a small mouse saves a giant robot from

his evil creator dr stinky and in turn the robot protects ricky from the bullies at school and it

saves the city from dr stinky s plan to destroy it from dav pilkey creator of captain underpants

and acclaimed artist dan santat an out of this world friendship adventure with all new full color

illustrations ricky ricotta may be small but he has the biggest best friend around there s

nothing better than being buddies with a giant flying robot ricky s mighty robot always gets

him to school on time keeps bullies away and even helps out with homework these two

friends do everything together when mr mosquito a meanie from the planet mercury invades

earth with his mutant mosquitoes ricky and his robot rush to the rescue but with the mighty
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robot in deep danger ricky will have to be brave on his own to save the day ricky ricotta loves

his mighty robot they do everything together but it s sometimes hard for a small mouse to

have such a big buddy if only the mighty robot could find someone his own size to play with

ricky might finally have some fun by himself an out of this world friendship adventure by

captain underpants creator dav pilkey with full color art and mini comics by caldecott medalist

dan santat ricky ricotta and his mighty robot are in for a sticky slimy surprise ricky and his

mighty robot have built the coolest fort squeakyville has ever seen and they can t wait for the

fun to begin but then cousin lucy arrives with her pets and plans to turn it into a princess

castle what a party pooper things completely fall apart when nimrod nightcrawler a wicked

worm from the planet neptune digs a tunnel under ricky s fort trapping the mighty robot now it

s up to ricky and lucy to put a stop to this nightmare and save their friend a boxed set of four

novels from dav pilkey s humorous series about ricky ricotta a boxed set of four novels from
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dav pilkey s humorous series about ricky ricotta from the creator of captain underpants comes

a brand new out of this world friendship adventure now in full colour nimrod night crawler has

created a wormhole so he can take over the world and ricky s robot is trapped in a deep pit

without his mighty robot it s up to ricky to put a stop to this nightmare from neptune an out of

this world friendship adventure by captain underpants creator dav pilkey with full color art and

mini comics by caldecott medalist dan santat ricky ricotta and his mighty robot face off against

a flock of flightless foes ricky and his mighty robot have made a mess they ve been mean to

cousin lucy and now they must make it up to her but their surprise present for lucy turns into

a trap when president penguin from pluto plots to take over earth president penguin is peeved

because pluto is no longer considered a real planet now he plans to make things very

unpleasant for anyone who stands in his way can ricky lucy and their friends defeat this tiny

terror and keep squeakyville safe from dav pilkey creator of captain underpants and acclaimed
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artist dan santat an out of this world friendship adventure with all new full color illustrations

ricky ricotta and his mighty robot are best buddies but with big friends come big

responsibilities ricky and his mighty robot are late for dinner again and ricky s parents are not

too happy they think ricky and his robot need to learn a lesson so that night they send the

boys to bed without tv luckily for ricky and his robot their punishment saves them from falling

under the spell of victor von vulture a villain from the planet venus victor has invaded earth

with his video vultures with plans to steal all the food in squeakyville now only ricky and his

robot can send the bad guys soaring back into space it s ricky ricotta s birthday and as a

special treat his parents are taking him and his mighty robot to see dinosaurs at the museum

too bad they ve also invited ricky s little cousin lucy she s a real pest when they get to the

museum all the dinosaurs are missing their heads because an evil spacebunny from jupiter

has used the dino dna to create jurassic jackrabbits now it s up to the entire ricotta family
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including lucy to stop them from taking over the planet join ricky and his robot for some

mighty big fun in this collection of puzzles games jokes and more perfect for kids who aren t

quite ready for cu this activity book is truly out of this world join ricky and his mighty robot as

they take a break from saving the solar system from certain destruction with cool crossword

puzzles witty word finds perplexing puzzles and just hilarious jokes this activity book is a

whole galaxy of fun it will also include fun facts about the solar system and other super duper

space related stuff as an added bonus it will also include a free bound in sticker sheet

featuring ricky his robot and the bad guys from each planet from the creator of captain

underpants comes an out of this world friendship adventure now in full colour in this second

book in the brilliant ricky ricotta series ricky and his best friend an amazing giant flying robot

save the world from an invasion of massive mutant mosquitoes from mercury a small mouse

and his best friend a giant flying robot attempt to save the earth when an evil martian monkey
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and his mechanical creations attack ricky ricotta and his mighty robot battle for the safety of

the solar system once again this time smelly sergeant stinkbug arrives on earth with a plan to

kidnap the king of the world but he ends up with ricky s little cousin lucy instead now it s up to

ricky and his robot to save lucy and the rest of mousekind from a stinky situation ricky ricotta

a small mouse saves a giant robot from his evil creator dr stinky and in turn the robot protects

ricky from the bullies at school and it saves the city from dr stinky s plan to destroy it a small

mouse named ricky ricotta and his best friend a giant flying robot save the world from victor

von vulture and his vicious video vultures from venus from the creator of captain underpants

comes this out of this world friendship adventure now in full colour in the third title in the ricky

ricotta series ricky and his best friend a giant flying robot save the world from victor von

vulture and his vicious voodoo vultures from venus from dav pilkey creator of captain

underpants and acclaimed artist dan santat an out of this world friendship adventure with all
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new full color illustrations getting picked on by creeps at your school wish you had a special

friend meet ricky ricotta and his giant flying robot young readers will cheer as ricky and his

enormous flying robot friend soar through the air and battle the diabolical dr stinky an evil

scientist who threatens to take over the world originally published in 2000 this edition features

brand new full color illustrations throughout general jackrabbit and his robo rabbits from jupiter

attempt to take over the world on ricky ricotta s birthday ricky ricotta his mighty robot cousin

lucy and some friends set out to save mousekind from stupid stinkbugs from saturn with a

little help from some special gum and taffy from the creator of captain underpants comes an

out of this world friendship adventure now in full colour ricky ricotta and his mighty robot battle

for the safety of the solar system once again this time sergeant stinkbug arrives with a plan to

kidnap the king of the world but he ends up with ricky s little cousin lucy instead oh no ricky

ricotta and his mighty robot have to spend all day playing with ricky s cousin lucy how boring
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but when a smelly space monster named sergeant stinkbug lands in squeakyville and kidnaps

lucy things get much much worse luckily ricky ricotta has a big plan to get out of this stinky

situation ricky and his best friend mighty robot try to save mousekind from three sinister space

monsters evil uncle unicorn attempts to dominate earth by using a ladybot to trick mighty

robot ricky ricotta loves his mighty robot but sometimes it s hard for a little mouse to have a

best friend who s so big one night ricky makes a wish if only his mighty robot had another

friend who was his own size so he wouldn t have to hang out with ricky all the time little does

ricky know his wish is about to come true evil uncle unicorn has traveled all the way from

uranus with a mean and nasty plan he s built a giant ladybot to trick the mighty robot so he

can take over planet earth once again it s up to ricky and his pals to save the day an evil

spacebunny from jupiter has used dino dna to create jurassic jack rabbits and it s up to the

ricotta family to stop them from taking over the whole planet a small mouse named ricky
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ricotta and his best friend a giant flying robot attempt to save the earth when an evil martian

monkey and his mechanical creations attack simultaneous a mouse named ricky ricotta and

his giant flying robot attempt to save the world from an invasion of massive mutant

mosquitoes from mercury



Ricky Ricotta 1: Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot 2014-06-05 from the creator of captain

underpants comes an out of this world friendship adventure now in full colour this is the story

of ricky ricotta a lonely little mouse who befriends a giant robot takes on the school bullies

and saves the city from an evil rat scientist dr stinky mcnasty

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot (Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot #1) 2014-04-29 from dav pilkey

creator of captain underpants and acclaimed artist dan santat an out of this world friendship

adventure with all new full color illustrations meet ricky ricotta a little mouse with a big

problem ricky ricotta lives in squeakyville with his mom and dad ricky has a hard time making

friends at school and the neighborhood bullies are always picking on him if only ricky could

find someone to be his best buddy and keep those creepy bullies away meanwhile on the

other side of town a mad scientist named dr stinky mcnasty has created a mighty robot who is

as gentle as he is powerful dr stinky plans to make the robot destroy squeakyville but there s



one little thing in his way ricky ricotta when ricky rescues the robot an unlikely friendship

begins and ricky discovers that a little mouse can be a big hero with some help from his new

best friend

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot vs the Mecha-Monkeys from Mars 2014-08-07 from the creator

of captain underpants comes an out of this world friendship adventure now in full colour in this

fourth illustrated adventure novel from bestseller dav pilkey a small mouse named ricky ricotta

and his best friend a giant flying robot save the world from mean major monkey

Ricky Ricotta's Giant Robot 2001 meet ricky ricotta he s an ordinary mouse with ordinary

problems sometimes he gets picked on at school and feels a bit lonely then one day a giant

flying robot enters his life the evil dr stinky has created the robot to try to destroy squeakyville

but the robot doesn t want to harm the mice and he tries to escape his conniving creator thing

is he can t not without ricky s help that is together ricky and the robot must defeat dr stinky



and save the city

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Collection 2002-09 a boxed set of four novels from dav pilkey s

humorous series about ricky ricotta

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Solar System Superheroes 2017 from dav pilkey creator of

captain underpants and acclaimed artist dan santat a thrilling friendship adventure with all new

full color illustrations and mini comics throughout having a big best friend isn t always big fun

ricky ricotta loves his mighty robot they do everything together but it s sometimes hard for a

small mouse to have such a big buddy if only the mighty robot could find someone his own

size to play with ricky might finally have some fun by himself little does ricky know his wish is

about to come true evil uncle unicorn has a top secret plan to trap the mighty robot so that he

can take over earth and he s got a giant surprise in store once again it s up to ricky to save

the planet and his best friend



Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot vs. the Uranium Unicorns from Uranus (Ricky Ricotta's Mighty

Robot #7) 2015-06-30 this is the story of ricky ricotta a lonely little mouse who befriends a

giant robot takes on the school bullies and saves the city from an evil rat scientist dr stinky

mcnasty

Ricky Ricotta's Giant Robot 2011-03-01 from dav pilkey creator of captain underpants and

acclaimed artist dan santat a thrilling friendship adventure with all new full color illustrations

and mini comics throughout having a big best friend isn t always big fun ricky ricotta loves his

mighty robot they do everything together but it s sometimes hard for a small mouse to have

such a big buddy if only the mighty robot could find someone his own size to play with ricky

might finally have some fun by himself little does ricky know his wish is about to come true

evil uncle unicorn has a top secret plan to trap the mighty robot so that he can take over earth

and he s got a giant surprise in store once again it s up to ricky to save the planet and his



best friend

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot vs. the Stupid Stinkbugs from Saturn (Ricky Ricotta's Mighty

Robot #6) 2015-02-24 from dav pilkey creator of captain underpants and acclaimed artist dan

santat an out of this world friendship adventure with all new full color illustrations ricky ricotta

and his mighty robot are ready for the best day ever today is ricky s birthday and it s off to a

great start after peanut butter pancakes and presents ricky s parents are taking him and his

mighty robot to see dinosaurs at the museum and they have a surprise for ricky his cousin

lucy is coming with them ricky thinks lucy is a real pest suddenly things aren t looking so

sunny anymore at the museum there is another surprise in store general jackrabbit an evil

genius from the planet jupiter is jumping for joy he has just created three jurassic jackrabbits

to help him take over earth can ricky and his robot beat these big bad bunnies or will this end

up the worst birthday ever



Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot vs. the Jurassic Jackrabbits from Jupiter (Ricky Ricotta's Mighty

Robot #5) 2014-10-21 ricky ricotta a small mouse saves a giant robot from his evil creator dr

stinky and in turn the robot protects ricky from the bullies at school and it saves the city from

dr stinky s plan to destroy it

Ricky Ricotta's Giant Robot 2000-02 from dav pilkey creator of captain underpants and

acclaimed artist dan santat an out of this world friendship adventure with all new full color

illustrations ricky ricotta may be small but he has the biggest best friend around there s

nothing better than being buddies with a giant flying robot ricky s mighty robot always gets

him to school on time keeps bullies away and even helps out with homework these two

friends do everything together when mr mosquito a meanie from the planet mercury invades

earth with his mutant mosquitoes ricky and his robot rush to the rescue but with the mighty

robot in deep danger ricky will have to be brave on his own to save the day



Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot vs. the Mutant Mosquitoes from Mercury (Ricky Ricotta's

Mighty Robot #2) 2014-04-29 ricky ricotta loves his mighty robot they do everything together

but it s sometimes hard for a small mouse to have such a big buddy if only the mighty robot

could find someone his own size to play with ricky might finally have some fun by himself

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Vs. the Uranium Unicorns from Uranus 2015-08-21 an out of this

world friendship adventure by captain underpants creator dav pilkey with full color art and mini

comics by caldecott medalist dan santat ricky ricotta and his mighty robot are in for a sticky

slimy surprise ricky and his mighty robot have built the coolest fort squeakyville has ever seen

and they can t wait for the fun to begin but then cousin lucy arrives with her pets and plans to

turn it into a princess castle what a party pooper things completely fall apart when nimrod

nightcrawler a wicked worm from the planet neptune digs a tunnel under ricky s fort trapping

the mighty robot now it s up to ricky and lucy to put a stop to this nightmare and save their



friend

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot vs. the Naughty Nightcrawlers from Neptune (Ricky Ricotta's

Mighty Robot #8) 2016-01-26 a boxed set of four novels from dav pilkey s humorous series

about ricky ricotta

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Adventures 2003 a boxed set of four novels from dav pilkey s

humorous series about ricky ricotta

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Vs. the Voodoo Vultures from Venus 2001 from the creator of

captain underpants comes a brand new out of this world friendship adventure now in full

colour nimrod night crawler has created a wormhole so he can take over the world and ricky s

robot is trapped in a deep pit without his mighty robot it s up to ricky to put a stop to this

nightmare from neptune

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Collection 2002 an out of this world friendship adventure by



captain underpants creator dav pilkey with full color art and mini comics by caldecott medalist

dan santat ricky ricotta and his mighty robot face off against a flock of flightless foes ricky and

his mighty robot have made a mess they ve been mean to cousin lucy and now they must

make it up to her but their surprise present for lucy turns into a trap when president penguin

from pluto plots to take over earth president penguin is peeved because pluto is no longer

considered a real planet now he plans to make things very unpleasant for anyone who stands

in his way can ricky lucy and their friends defeat this tiny terror and keep squeakyville safe

Ricky Ricotta 8: Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot vs The Naughty Night-Crawlers from Neptune

2016-02-04 from dav pilkey creator of captain underpants and acclaimed artist dan santat an

out of this world friendship adventure with all new full color illustrations ricky ricotta and his

mighty robot are best buddies but with big friends come big responsibilities ricky and his

mighty robot are late for dinner again and ricky s parents are not too happy they think ricky



and his robot need to learn a lesson so that night they send the boys to bed without tv luckily

for ricky and his robot their punishment saves them from falling under the spell of victor von

vulture a villain from the planet venus victor has invaded earth with his video vultures with

plans to steal all the food in squeakyville now only ricky and his robot can send the bad guys

soaring back into space

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot vs. the Unpleasant Penguins from Pluto (Ricky Ricotta's Mighty

Robot #9) 2016-05-31 it s ricky ricotta s birthday and as a special treat his parents are taking

him and his mighty robot to see dinosaurs at the museum too bad they ve also invited ricky s

little cousin lucy she s a real pest when they get to the museum all the dinosaurs are missing

their heads because an evil spacebunny from jupiter has used the dino dna to create jurassic

jackrabbits now it s up to the entire ricotta family including lucy to stop them from taking over

the planet



Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot vs. the Video Vultures from Venus (Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot

#3) 2014-04-29 join ricky and his robot for some mighty big fun in this collection of puzzles

games jokes and more perfect for kids who aren t quite ready for cu this activity book is truly

out of this world join ricky and his mighty robot as they take a break from saving the solar

system from certain destruction with cool crossword puzzles witty word finds perplexing

puzzles and just hilarious jokes this activity book is a whole galaxy of fun it will also include

fun facts about the solar system and other super duper space related stuff as an added bonus

it will also include a free bound in sticker sheet featuring ricky his robot and the bad guys from

each planet

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Vs the Jurassic Jackrabbits from Jupiter 2002 from the creator of

captain underpants comes an out of this world friendship adventure now in full colour in this

second book in the brilliant ricky ricotta series ricky and his best friend an amazing giant flying



robot save the world from an invasion of massive mutant mosquitoes from mercury

Mighty Robot 2006 a small mouse and his best friend a giant flying robot attempt to save the

earth when an evil martian monkey and his mechanical creations attack

Ricky Ricotta 2: Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot vs The Mutant Mosquitoes from Mercury

2014-06-05 ricky ricotta and his mighty robot battle for the safety of the solar system once

again this time smelly sergeant stinkbug arrives on earth with a plan to kidnap the king of the

world but he ends up with ricky s little cousin lucy instead now it s up to ricky and his robot to

save lucy and the rest of mousekind from a stinky situation

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Vs. the Mecha-Monkeys from Mars 2002-02 ricky ricotta a small

mouse saves a giant robot from his evil creator dr stinky and in turn the robot protects ricky

from the bullies at school and it saves the city from dr stinky s plan to destroy it

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Vs the Stupid Stinkbugs from Saturn 2012-03 a small mouse



named ricky ricotta and his best friend a giant flying robot save the world from victor von

vulture and his vicious video vultures from venus

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot 2000 from the creator of captain underpants comes this out of

this world friendship adventure now in full colour in the third title in the ricky ricotta series ricky

and his best friend a giant flying robot save the world from victor von vulture and his vicious

voodoo vultures from venus

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Vs. the Voodoo Vultures from Venus 2014 from dav pilkey

creator of captain underpants and acclaimed artist dan santat an out of this world friendship

adventure with all new full color illustrations getting picked on by creeps at your school wish

you had a special friend meet ricky ricotta and his giant flying robot young readers will cheer

as ricky and his enormous flying robot friend soar through the air and battle the diabolical dr

stinky an evil scientist who threatens to take over the world originally published in 2000 this



edition features brand new full color illustrations throughout

Ricky Ricotta 3: Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot vs The Voodoo Vultures from Venus 2014-06-05

general jackrabbit and his robo rabbits from jupiter attempt to take over the world on ricky

ricotta s birthday

Mighty Robot 2014 ricky ricotta his mighty robot cousin lucy and some friends set out to save

mousekind from stupid stinkbugs from saturn with a little help from some special gum and

taffy

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Versus the Jurassic Jackrabbits from Jupiter 2002 from the

creator of captain underpants comes an out of this world friendship adventure now in full

colour ricky ricotta and his mighty robot battle for the safety of the solar system once again

this time sergeant stinkbug arrives with a plan to kidnap the king of the world but he ends up

with ricky s little cousin lucy instead



Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Vs. the Stupid Stinkbugs from Saturn 2015-04-10 oh no ricky

ricotta and his mighty robot have to spend all day playing with ricky s cousin lucy how boring

but when a smelly space monster named sergeant stinkbug lands in squeakyville and kidnaps

lucy things get much much worse luckily ricky ricotta has a big plan to get out of this stinky

situation

Ricky Ricotta 6: Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot vs the Stupid Stinkbugs from Saturn

2015-06-04 ricky and his best friend mighty robot try to save mousekind from three sinister

space monsters

Ricky Ricotta's Giant Robot Vs. the Voodoo Vultures from Venus 2001 evil uncle unicorn

attempts to dominate earth by using a ladybot to trick mighty robot ricky ricotta loves his

mighty robot but sometimes it s hard for a little mouse to have a best friend who s so big one

night ricky makes a wish if only his mighty robot had another friend who was his own size so



he wouldn t have to hang out with ricky all the time little does ricky know his wish is about to

come true evil uncle unicorn has traveled all the way from uranus with a mean and nasty plan

he s built a giant ladybot to trick the mighty robot so he can take over planet earth once again

it s up to ricky and his pals to save the day an evil spacebunny from jupiter has used dino

dna to create jurassic jack rabbits and it s up to the ricotta family to stop them from taking

over the whole planet

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot vs the Stupid Stinkbugs from Saturn 2003-12-12 a small mouse

named ricky ricotta and his best friend a giant flying robot attempt to save the earth when an

evil martian monkey and his mechanical creations attack simultaneous

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Adventures 2006 a mouse named ricky ricotta and his giant

flying robot attempt to save the world from an invasion of massive mutant mosquitoes from

mercury



Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Vs. the Uranium Unicorns from Uranus 2005

Mecha-Monkeys from Mars 2002-01-31

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Vs. the Mutant Mosquitoes from Mercury 2014

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Vs. the Naughty Nightcrawlers from Neptune 2015

Ricky Ricotta's Mighty Robot Vs. the Jurassic Jackrabbits from Jupiter 2014
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